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THE PROJECT
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Lake Diamond Villas & Residences is a modern
architectural marvel fully immersed in its
natural sorroundings that embraces a vision
of home where inspiring panoramas, community

and convenience live in harmony. 





In the hillside above Tirana
Artificial Lake, Lake Diamond 
is the destination for anyone
seeking to reconnect with
nature, family and friends. 

LOCATION
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3' from Tirana
Artificial Lake
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Kids
Playground

03

Sport
Courts
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Health
 Club

05

Swimming 
Pool
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OUR GREATEST FACILITIES





Interacting with people brings us benefits on a
mental and physical health, this is why you will
easily find the social element here. Whether you
will take a walk, workout or participate in sport

activities, community gatherings will be an
important part of your everyday life.

OUTDOOR FITNESSCONNECT & SOCIALIZE



There are a wide variety of activities in which
residents can participate at all levels of

fitness. When training outdoors, you can enjoy the
benefits of sunshine, fresh outdoor air and

natural light that provide more energy for the
mind and body. Here’s your chance to train

together with your friends and family, free of
charge.

OUTDOOR FITNESS



A playground designed for senior residents offers
a chance to enjoy exercise more than simply
walking back and forth. The social aspect is
another benefit of using senior playgrounds.

Socialization becomes more important as we age.
Interaction with others who understand and relate
to our situation can be easier on the playground.

SENIOR PLAYGROUND



Relaxing in the comfort of a backyard swimming
pool is the ultimate luxury. Swimming is great

exercise, it means more sunshine, stress relief,
better sleep and quality time together. Ready to
live grand and chill out in a swimming pool?

SWIMMING POOL



Recruit more doctors.
Our first key focus.

CONTEMPORARY

VILLAS

LAKE DIAMOND VILLAS

Voluminous and sunsplashed villas
that offer the ultimate indoor –
outdoor living. Villas of various
sizes with exeptional facilities. 





Recruit more doctors.
Our first key focus.

MODERN APARTMENTS

LAKE DIAMOND VILLAS

Spacious and bright spaces, which
allow you to enjoy the greenery
of outside and the luxury of
inside with absolute privacy





WHAT'S AROUND?

When you look out the window at a tree, listen to the
song of the birds in the morning, or hold a buquet of
flowers in your hands, how does it make you feel? If
you feel peaceful and filled with joy, you should

take into consideration to enjoy these privileges of
natural sorroundings at Lake Diamond Community.

Hillside living offers an abundance of activites,
stunning morning, evening views and an opportunity to

get closer to the nature. 
 





Contact us

+355 69 40 40 191
+355 68 20 81 302

 
marketing@texasdev.eu

 
marketing@daton.al


